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Grabbing the story of a child's journey through hell and back. There may be as many as 300,000 child soldiers, hopped-up on drugs and wielding AK-47s, over fifty conflicts around the world. Ishmael Beah used to be one of them. He is one of the first to tell his story in his own words. In The Long WAY Gone, Beah, now
twenty-six years old, tells a riveting story. At the age of twelve, he fled, attacking the rebels and roaming the land, which was made unfamiliar by violence. By thirteen, he'd been picked up by the government army, and Beah, at the heart of the gentle boy, found that he was capable of truly terrible acts. Eventually released
by the army and sent to the UNICEF Rehabilitation Center, he struggled to regain his humanity and reenter the world of civilians who viewed him with fear and suspicion. It is finally a story of salvation and hope. This article requires additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to
trusted sources. Uneeded material can be challenged and removed. Find Sources: Long Way Gone - news · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR (April 2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template report) A Long Way Gone: Memoir of a Boy Soldier First edition coverAuthorIshmael BeahCover artistJennifer
Carrow, Michael Kamber, Philip Smith (photo)StateUnited StateLanguedLangleMetinsts, Civil WarGenreMemoirPublisherSarah Crichton BooksPubcation date February 13, 2007Media typePrint (Hardcover and Paperback)Audio CDPages240 pp (first edition)ISBN978-0 374-10523-5OCLC69423270Dewey
Decimal966404 B 22LC ClassDT516.828.B43 A3 2007 A Long Way Gone : Memoir boy Soldier (2007) is a memoir written by Ishmael Beah, author of the Sierra Leone. The book is firsthand into Beas' time as a child soldier during the Civil War in Sierra Leone (1990). [1] Bea was 12 years old when he fled his village
after the rebels attacked, and he walked through the war-filled country until an army unit that forced him to use weapons and drugs flew away. By 13, he had committed and witnessed many acts of violence. Three years later, UNICEF rescued him from the unit and put him in a rehabilitation program that helped him find
his uncle, who would eventually adopt him. Upon his return to civilian life he began to travel to the U.S. recounting his story. Main character list ishmael Beah: At the beginning of the book, he is a young boy whose parents are separated and love doing a rap with his older brother and friends. After the armed forces
attacked his home village, he, his brother, and friends are left orphans and wander around looking for shelter. Ishmael is eventually claimed as a child soldier in the Sierra Leone Armed Forces at the age of 13. After being rescued by UNICEF at 16, he is rehabilitated and begins living with his uncle Tommy. There is hired
to be recruited go to the United States to speak at a UNITED NATIONS event on child soldiers. Returning to Freetown after his speaking event, he finally made his way back to the United States. After a while, he could forgive himself and love again. Junior Beah: Ishmael's older brother for one year. Eventually he is
separated from Ishmael during an attack on the village of Kamator, where they seek refuge. Alhaji: One of Ishmael's closest friends. Alhaji was part of a group of boys from Mattru Jong that Ishmael met in the desert. Alhaji and Ishmael formed close ties in their years as soldiers and were part of the same team. Alhaji was
nicknamed Little Rambo for his fighting skills, which were heavily influenced by the film. Alhaji and Ishmael were eventually taken by UNICEF and placed in a rehabilitation shelter in Freetown. He apparently moved from foster homes to foster homes after book events. Kanei, Musa, Saidu, Jumah, Alhaji, and Moriba:
Ishmael's friends from his home village, whom he meets in the desert after being separated from his original group. Saithe is the first of the group to die; he dies suddenly two nights after he and the other boys eat a crow that fell from the sky. Kane is the oldest of the group for three years, although Alhaji is confused as a
parent because he is taller. He becomes the youngest sergeant and is later chosen to stay behind since he is older, while Alhaji and Ishmael are sent for rehabilitation. I don't know what's going on with him. Musa is the storyteller of the group. He is killed in the first battle that Ishmael and his team fight in Jumah and
Moriba also become part of the army. Jumah has been assigned to another team in another village and was last seen preparing for another village raid. Moriba is killed during a fight sometime during Ishmael as a soldier. Talloi, Gibrilla, Kaloko, and Khalilou: Ishmael's original traveling companions. Talloi is Junior's friend
and follows them to Mattru Jong for the contest. The three meet with old friends, Gibrilla, Kaloko, and Khalilou there. They avoid attacking Mattru Jong with RUF forces, but are later broken up by another attack in another village. Ishmael found Kaloko hiding as well, but Beaah then left him when he became tired of hiding,
and Kaloko didn't want to follow him. It is not known what happened to the four boys. Uncle Tommy: Shumal's uncle. Uncle Tommy is a carpenter with three children and a wife, all of whom welcome Ishmael as his new brother. They all love Ishmael irrevocably, and unconditionably. Uncle Tommy and his wife are the
ones who know about Schumason's past. However, they forgive him and take him for their son right away. Ishmael truly feels like he belongs when he is with them. Uncle Tommy later dies of the disease. Esther: A nurse at a shelter whom Ishmael develops friendships with. tells part of his war stories and dreams to
Esther and soon comes to fully trust her. Esther gives Ishmael Walkman a Run-D.M.C cassette and later buys him a Bob Marley cassette. Esther does regular checks on Ishmael's mental health during his rehabilitation at benin's home. Ishmael admits that he loves her but never sees him again after he leaves Freetown.
Mambu: Another child soldier with the Sierra Leone Armed Forces. Mambu and Ishmael meet at the shelter for the first time. They become close friends. He later goes back to the front line after his family rejects him. Mohamed: Ishmael's best friend from his home village, whom Ishmael has been reuniting with at the
UNICEF Rehabilitation Center, where Ishmael has been for several months. Mohamed was supposed to go with Ishmael to the talent show at the beginning of the story, but had to stay behind to help his father work. Plot summary Before RUF Attack The Book begins with Ishmael Beah, his older brother Junior, and their
friend Talloi traveling from his village of Mogbwemo to Mattru Jong to perform a talent show. Ishmael, Junior, and their friend dance and sing rap music. I think they'll be back the next day, they won't get any of their departures. RUF attacks and flights During the stay Mattru Jong in Gibrilla, Khalilou, and Kaloko, RUF
attacks. Three are able to flee from the village without the rebels following them. They decide to go back home. Along the way it turns out that their village was also captured by RUF. According to an old man who was sitting outside the village, most of the people had fled to the village on the Sierra Leone coast. Ishmael,
Junior, and their friend decide to travel there to find their family. Along the way they encounter several other villages. They are adopted in another village on the grounds that they help in agriculture. After months, the village is attacked. Surprised by the surprise, Ishmael, Junior, and their friend split up and run into
swamps. It is not known what is happening to his friends afterwards. Ishmael wanders around the desert by himself until he meets another group of traveling boys, whom he recognizes from his home in the village. The boys then travel together to another village on the coast. Many refugees fled to this village because it
was occupied by the Sierra Leone armed forces. In search of safety, the boy and ishmael group are going to this village, but will soon leave. Ishmael then learns from a woman from his hometown that The Younger, his younger brother Ibrahim, and his parents are safe in another village with many others from Mattru
Jong. Just before they reach the village, the boys meet a man named Gasemu whom Ishmael knew from Mattru Jong. Gasemu tells them that the Ishmael family is really safe in the village, and ask the boys to help him take bananas back to this village. moments before they reach the city, it attacked ruf. Although their
bodies have not been found among the dead or the burning houses where they lived, Ishmael assumes that his family is dead. Devastated and believing that Gasemu is guilty of his failure to see her family during the Ishmael attacks on Gasemu but must be stopped by other boys. They are then persecuted in the woods,
remaining RUF soldiers, and Gasem dies from the shot, leaving Ishmael more upset. Recruiting and living as a child soldier boys then settle in another village protected by the army. After many monotony days, the lieutenant in charge of troops in the village announced that RUF is starting an attack on the village. The
lieutenant said that in order for people to survive, they must contribute to the aspirations of war by inseerting the army; escaping was not an option. In doing so, the lieutenant provides many child soldiers, both RUF and Sierra Leone's armed forces with a weapon of choice. Ishmael becomes a junior lieutenant for his skill
in executing prisoners of war and is responsible for a small group of other child soldiers. As a child soldier Ishmael is subject to extreme violence and drug use. The drugs he uses are described in the book as brown brown, white tablets, cocaine and marijuana. In rescue and rehabilitation in January 1996, in one of the
roll calls, a group of men wearing UNICEF shirts round up several boys and take them to a shelter in Sierra Leone's capital, Freetown, where they and several other child soldiers have been restored. However, children cause a lot of trouble for volunteer workers at the facility, with Ishmael experiencing symptoms of drug
withdrawal, as well as unpleasant memories of his time as a child soldier. Despite the violence caused by children, one of the staff, Nurse Esther, becomes interested in Ishmael, learning about his childhood love of rap music and purchasing him a rap cassette and walkman when she takes Ishmael and his friend Alhaji to
town. It is through this connection and his many counseling experiences with Esther that Ishmael finally turns away from his violent self and begins to heal from his mental wounds. Adoption eventually, Ishmael gets adopted by his uncle Tommy in the city and settles down with him and his family on the outskirts of
Freetown. It is at this time that Ishmael has been chosen to speak to the United Nations (UN) in New York about his experience as a child soldier and other problems plaguing his country. At the UN meeting, Ishmael met with several other children who also experienced problems in their countries. The meeting had 57
children, and each told its own story at the UN. Ishmael also meets Laura Simms, his chaperone, who is a narrator and his future foster mother. Return to Sierra and a flight abroad in 1996, when Ishmael returns to Sierra Leone, Freetown has been invaded by a combination of RUF and sierra leone's government army,
causing many civilian deaths, including the death of Uncle Tommy from malady. Believing that he can no longer stay in Freetown for fear of either becoming a soldier again or being killed by his former army friends if he refused, Ishmael decides to contact Laura Simms. He then escapes Sierra Leone and crosses the
border into Guinea, where he eventually makes his way to the United States and his new life abroad. [2] The 2007 Quill Award was nominated for the 2007 Quill Award in the best debut author category. Time magazine Lev Grossman named it one of the Top 10 Nonfiction Books of 2007, ranking it no.3, and praising it as
painfully sharp, and its ability to take readers behind the dead eyes of a child soldier in a way no other writer has. [3] The book was also included in Amazon's 100 books read on the lifetime list. [4] In an accuracy dispute in 2009, the Australian reported that aspects of Beas' account of his life story did not match other
evidence. The report claims that Beas village was destroyed in 1995, not in 1993, and that given the more compressed period of time, he could not have been a soldier for more than a couple of months than the years he describes in his book. [5] He would also have been 15 years old when he became a soldier, not 13.
Questions were also asked about Bea's description of the fight between child soldiers in the UNICEF camp, in which 6 people were killed. Witnesses interviewed by Australia said that such an event in the UNICEF camp would have drawn considerable attention in Sierra Leone, but an independent review of such a fight
could not be obtained. Investigations by other publications also failed to reveal other evidence of such a fight, and UNICEF, while supporting Beah in general, also said that it had not been able to verify this aspect of his story. [6] Australia's allegations were later rejected in a statement issued by Beas in which he
questioned the reliability of the sources quoted. The statement also mentions the fact that in the first stages of its research, the newspaper had investigated the possibility that Beas' father was still alive, an opportunity that was based on the mistaken identity of an Australian mining engineer. Australian published articles
said they had established that this man was not Bea's father. Bea's adoptive mother also reaffirmed her belief in the validity of the dates, citing two Sierra Leone sources who confirmed the chronology of the events in her book. [7] However, the publisher amended this statement after the Australian argued that it had
seriously distorted the newspaper's report. Source by the publisher, Leslie Mboka, national chairman of the Campaign for Just Mining, is actually quoted by The Australian. The newspaper quoted him as saying that Beah was a young child who was having terrible things so he could easily have got things mixed up.
Mboka, when subsequently contacted by the publisher, reported to them that he had vigorously supported Beah's chronology when interviewed by The Australian, and challenged the paper's bias. However, Mboka had not met Beahu until the notes had been challenged and were therefore unable to secure the
unconditional verification of his account. [8] The second correction concerned the publication of the newspaper, not the foster mother of bea, but the address of her public website; hate mail was indeed received, but via the Internet. Although the publisher given these, it was with the accuracy of the book. [9] The dispute
over Beas' credibility arose at a time when some fictional memoirs, such as Margaret Seltzer's account of the top of the Los Angeles crime gang [10] and James Frey's account of drug addiction, had led to a debate about the nature of the genre. The controversy followed international publications, including the British
Sunday Times,[11] Slate[12] and Village Voice. [8] Bea had claimed that she had a photographic memory that allowed him to remember perfectly the events he described, leaving him with less room to manoeuvre than if he had allowed people to make mistakes. [8] However, some of his defenders, as well as his critics,
allowed his account to be entirely inaccurate, pointing out that the key was that he had drawn attention to an issue that was very important. Possible explanations for any inaccuracies include injuries in the war, as an experienced young child, drug use described in his account, and the possibility that Beah was tacitly
encouraged by outsiders to compile stories from multiple sources into a singuctal autobiographical account. Despite the detailed description that Bea provides for the people he killed and the violence he is dealing with; he shall not make any reference to personally engaging in sexual violence.  In fact, Beah has few
references to witnesses of rape throughout his memoir, which is unusual given the overwhelming evidence that systematic rape was used as a tool during the war in Sierra Leone. [13] Various international reports confirm that although Bea was a child of a soldier, rape was usually used in armed conflicts. [14] However, it
is possible that Bea had a suspected discussion of rape because of external pressures threatening persecution; On 15 September 2000, the Government of Sierra Leone ratified the Rome Statute before the International Criminal Court (ICC), recognising that systematic rape was a crime against humanity. [15] This is
essential Bea published a memoir in 2007 and therefore there is a risk that the United Nations (UN) will be appeased by international war crimes.  The 1999 Peace Agreement (Lomé Peace Agreement) in Sierra Leone was overseen by the UN and it was declared that amnesty would not be granted to anyone found guilty
of violations of international human rights law, including anything that is a crime against humanity. [16] Bea therefore was at risk of international legal consequences if he were to engage in wartime rape and other forms of violence against women. Neil Boothby, an academic who has conducted extensive research on
children and war, said that while all the atrocities described by The Beah have occurred at various points, it would be very unusual that one child has experienced them all. Boothby criticized the mentality that gave attention only to those with the most horrific stories to tell, thus contributing to exaggeration. I've seen it over
and over again. Whether psychologists or journalists, they are encouraged to tell sensational stories... The system is designed to reward sensational stories. We all need to look at why something is so horrific before we open our eyes and ears and hearts? [8] See also War Children (2010), documentary writer P. W.
Singer, investigator and Children's Author war reference Archived copy. Archived from the original on 26 July 2010. Views: 2010-06-23.CS1 maint: Archived copy as name (link) ^ Beah, Ishmael (2006). Long Distance Gone: A memoir of a boy soldier. New York: Sarah Crichton Books. ^ Grossman, Lev (9 December
2007). Top 10 Nonfiction Books - Top 10 Everything 2007 - TIME. TIME.com. ^ Amazon, 100 books read over a lifetime, ^ Twist to the story of a child soldier. TheAustralian.news.com. Archived from the original on 20 June 2008. Retrieved 2008-06-28. UNICEF cannot Confirm Beah's Camp Brawl Claim, Village Voice,
March 19, 2008. Turning Page, Is Pure Fiction, The New York Times, March 4, 2008. Explains Wartime Rape. Journal of Sex Research. 41 (2): 129-136. 3813647 PMID 15326538. ^ Members of the Statue of Rome. Criminal court. ^ Pease Agreement between the government of The Government of Sierra Leone and
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